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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
administration, human resource IT based management,
public sector accounting and finance, marketing and
public relations, project planning and management,
financial management, and other business-related
fields.
With respect and honor, I invite you all to read the latest

Finally, I would like to extend my deepest appreciation

edition of the Institute's newsletter 12th edition volume 4

to TIA staff and various stakeholders for the great

of December 2021 which is packed with a variety of

achievement observed in the accomplishment of the

constructive and educational information. I hope you will

19th Graduation ceremonies of TIA. Thank you for your

all enjoy it.

immense effort that made TIA flourish in the arena of

TIA is among the highly reputable training institution in

Academic.

the country established to primarily develop and promote

Dear employees, let’s continue to grow and shine.

competency in the business-related disciplines through

Work diligently and effectively to fulfill the TIA mis-

the use of Competency Based Education Training
(CBET) curriculum focusing on the demanding global

sion and vision. Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to wish all the TIA community a happy and

changes. The academic programs are especially geared

prosperous new year 2022. Let’s continue with the spir-

towards offering a broad range of academic knowledge

it of hardworking and teamwork.

and intellectual skills in the areas of accounting,

Thank You!

procurement and logistics management, business

MATRON
Dr. Momole Kasambala
EDITOR

Editorial
Dear readers,

Haji Juma

The editorial board congratulates all the students who successfully

ASSISTANT EDITORS

completed their studies in various fields by the year 2021. It also urg-

Baraka Kamwela

es those graduates to use the education they have received to help the

Harid Mwambula
GRAPHICS DESIGNER
John Makange
PICTURES BY
Caroline Mulungu
PRODUCTION EDITORS
Sayuni Ntullo
Hamad Tawani

community and the nation as a whole. Congratulations also should go
to all the lecturers and other staff members, parents, guardians, and
sponsors who enabled these students in one way or another to complete their studies successfully. Lastly sincere thanks are dedicated to
all the participants who participated in presenting their articles that led
to the successful release of this newsletter.
Thank you
Juma A. Haji
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FOCUS ON INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
THE 19TH GRADUATION OF TANZANIA INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANCY
By Caroline Mulungu
The 19th graduation of the Tanzania Institute of Ac-

ma campuses has increased from 2,700 in

countancy in 2021 took place in three phases. The

were still ongoing. In addition, at the graduation

first phase was held in Mbeya campus on 12th Novem-

ceremony held in Mbeya and Singida the Acting

ber 2021. The second phase was held at the Singida

Chief Executive Officer through her speech said

campus on 19th November 2021 which comprised

that the total number of (TIA) graduates for the aca-

Mwanza, Kigoma, and Singida Campuses. The third

demic year 2020/2021 in all campuses is 12,278

phase of this graduation took place in Dar es Salaam

where female students are 6,322 equivalents to 51.5

on 03rd December 2021 involving the Mtwara and Dar

percent and male students are 5,956 which is equal

es Salaam campuses.

to 48.5 percent.

The Guest of Honor at the graduation of Mbeya and

A total of 2,082 graduates of the Mbeya campus

Singida campuses was the Deputy Permanent Secre-

were awarded a Preliminary Certificate, Certificate,

tary Ministry of Finance and Planning Dr. Malima

Diploma, Degree and Postgraduate Diploma in Ac-

Kazungu who represented Honorable Dr. Mwigulu

counting, Procurement and Logistics Management,

Lameck Nchemba (MP), Minister of Finance and

Marketing and Public Relations, and Public Ac-

Planning. Similarly, the Official Guest of the (TIA)

counting and Finance. Also at the graduation cere-

Dar es Salaam graduation linked to the Mtwara cam-

mony in Singida based on the data provided by the

pus was the Chief Government Accountant of the

Acting Chief Executive Officer said that the number

Ministry of Finance and Planning Mr. Leonard Mkude

of graduates in Singida, Mwanza and Kigoma cam-

representing Honorable Dr. Mwigulu Lameck Nchem-

puses is 3,116 of which female students are 1,538

ba (MP), Minister of Finance and Planning.

equivalents to 49.4 percent and male students are

Acting Chief Executive Officer Dr. Momole Kasambala speaking at the graduation of Singida, said that
the Tanzania Institute of Accountancy (TIA) has a
total of six (6) campuses located in Dar es Salaam,
Mtwara, Mbeya, Singida, Mwanza, and Kigoma regions with a total of 25,249 students whereby 2,519
from the Singida, 1,382 from the Mwanza and 1,003
from the Kigoma campus; who are at the level of Certificate, Diploma, and Degree. She also added that the
number of admissions in Singida, Mwanza and Kigo-

2020/2021 to 3,172 in 2021/2022 during admissions

1,578 equivalents to 50.6 percent. Of that figure,
1,305 were awarded Preliminary Certificate, 1,103
Certificate, 501 Diploma, and 207 Degrees. Whereas the graduation took place in (TIA) Dar es Salaam
comprised with the Mtwara campuses the Acting
Chief Executive Officer said that a total number of
graduates were 7,131 among them the women are
3,677 equivalents to 51.6 percent and men are 3,454
equivalents to 48.4 percent who were awarded certificates in various fields they studied.
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On the other hand, Acting Chief Executive Officer

In addition to the Singida campus infrastructure; the

Dr. Momole Kasambala speaking to the Guest of

Institute has successfully completed the construction

Honor at the Mbeya and Singida graduation, said

of modern Computer laboratory and Library building

that (TIA) has made great strides in conducting

capable of serving 200 students at a time. Also, the

training, consultancy services, human resources, as

Institute has renovated classrooms, staff offices as

well as improving learning and teaching infrastruc-

well as student dormitories. Moreover, the Acting

ture at Singida, Mwanza and Kigoma campuses.

Chief Executive Officer when she was at the Mbeya
campus graduation ceremony said that the Institute

A good example of this is when she addressed the

has allocated one billion shillings in the financial year

Singida graduation ceremony saying that in Septem-

2021/2022 for the construction of a building that will

ber 2021 Mwanza campus took advantage of the

include a Library, Computer laboratory, Lecture hall,

East African Trade Fair held in Mwanza at the Rock

small conference hall and various offices at Mbeya

City Mall grounds; by providing training and con-

campus. At the same time, when she was speaking at

sultancy to various government and non-government

the Singida graduation she said that the Institute is

institutions, on procurement procedures and laws to

striving to ensure that Mwanza and Kigoma campus-

remove dirty documents from auditors. Also Singida

es relocate to its buildings, in the year 2021/2022, by

campus has successfully provided its students with

allocating an amount of two billion shillings

Government Electronic Procurement (TaNeps) train-

(2,000,000,000/=) for the construction of Mwanza

ing as well as procurement training through force

Campus at Nyangh'omango area in Misungwi Dis-

account. Kigoma campus, on the other hand, sup-

trict, Mwanza. At the Kigoma campus, the Institute is

ported the government's efforts by providing train-

in the process of seeking a Building Design Consult-

ing on efficient business operations, marketing, and

ant for the construction of an Administration block,

services; for the staff of Kigoma Pharmacy which is

Computer laboratory, and Library, Classrooms and

an Institute engaged in the sale of medicines. Also

Seminar rooms at Kamala area in Kigoma District

the Acting Chief Executive Officer at the graduation

Council.

of the Mbeya campus in relation to the training side
said that, the Institute has continued to improve

Through the graduation held at the Mbeya campus the

teaching methods by introducing ICT curriculum at

official guest congratulated the Acting Chief Execu-

all levels, and will start running some programs in

tive Officer Dr. Momole Kasambala and (TIA) staff

the near future.

for their performance and service delivery especially
in the areas of training, consultancy and research, as

In terms of human resources, the Institute has been

well as infrastructure. He said the Government recog-

able to recruit new staff at the Singida, Mwanza and

nizes and appreciates the significant contributions

Kigoma campuses through the transfer thus, increas-

made by (TIA) in preparing professionals in the

ing the number of staff from 78 in 2020 to 122 in

public accounting and finance industry, procurement

2021.

and logistic management, as well as marketing.
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He also commended the Institute for its efforts to im- activities that are contrary to the principles and values
prove training and increase learning and teaching in- of their profession.
frastructure. In addition, Dr. Kazungu added that, the
contribution of (TIA) to the Nation is great due to the Finally, at the graduation ceremony in Dar es Salaam,
capacity building of small entrepreneurs and various the Acting Chief Executive Officer concluded by sayinstitutions. He therefore advised the Institute to con- ing that TIA will continue to streamline the curricutinue providing Advisory Training to entrepreneurs lum in line with national and international needs as
and employees of various cadres in the Government.

the vision of the Tanzania Institute of Accountancy in

On the other hand, the Official Guest of Honor for African continent.
(TIA) Graduation in Dar es Salaam and Mtwara, the
Chief Government Accountant of the Ministry of
Finance and Planning, Mr. Leonard Mkude wanted

PICTURES OF VARIOUS EVENTS IN THE
19TH GRADUATION OF THE TANZANIA INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANCY

the graduates of the Tanzania Institute of Accountancy (TIA) to further their education in employment in
order to accelerate economic growth in professional
and creative work to bring development to the country. He also urged all graduates that the education
they attained should be a catalyst for increasing
knowledge and productivity in bringing about development. He also urged them to use the knowledge
they have acquired to compete at the job market and
self-employment as well as to be creative from the
competition of the job market and those who are fortunate enough to be employed strive to work hard and

Acting Chief Executive Officer (TIA) Dr.Momole Kasambala
addressing the graduates at the 19th graduation of the Institute held on 3rd December 2021 in Dar es Salaam

creatively and avoid corruption. Finally, he urged all
graduates to use the education they have received to
bring development to the country and to be better at
the job market.
Advocate Said Musendo Chiguma the Chairman of
the Advisory Board of the Ministry of Finance and
Planning and Acting Chief Executive Officer Dr.
Momole Kasambala in their brief remarks at the graduation ceremonies of Mbeya and Dar es Salaam did
not hesitate to urge the graduates to be good ambas-

Some lecturers at the 19th of TIA graduation held in Dar es
Salaam

sadors of (TIA) wherever they go by not engaging in
Page 9
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faces

Some graduates at Singida Campus heading towards the
graduation site

Acting Chief Executive Officer addressing graduates at
Singida graduation
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Official Guest, Members of the MAB, Ag. CEO and Campus
Managers of Mbeya, Singida, Mtwara, Mwanza and Kigoma
during the TIA graduation at Mbeya campus.

Some of the graduates listening to the guest speaker at the
graduation ceremony held at the Mbeya Campus

MAB Chairman advocate Said Msendo Chiguma (left), the Guest of
Honor Deputy Permanent Secretary Ministry of Finance and Planning Dr. Malima Kazungu (centre) and Ag. CEO Dr. Momole
Kasambala during the graduation ceremony at Mbeya Campus.
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POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES TO COMMUNITY AND INSTITUTE AFTER THE MTWARA
CAMPUS MOVED TO MJIMWEMA
By Hamad R. Tawani
Library Officer I, Department of Library
Tanzania Institute of Accountancy, P.O. Box 9522 Dar es Salaam
Author email: hamad.tawani@tia.ac.tz
Abstract

offices, as well as poor road infrastructures etc. Rec-

The provision of quality education depends on the

ognising this, the management came up with the idea

presence of necessary educational facilities like

of implementing a project to build one block compris-

buildings, library materials, ICT facilities, internet

ing of four classrooms, a semidetached house for staff,

services, etc. in recognition of this, the Institute

and hostels for male and female students, a library,

has decided to initiate the construction of various

and a computer laboratory. This is a one-year project

building infrastructure as one of the solution to the

done in force account method that started on 4th April,

major challenges facing the Mtwara campus. With

2021 and is expected to end on 4th April, 2022.

the move to Mjimwema and once the construction

Potential Opportunities to the Community and the

project is completed the community and Institute
through the Mtwara campus expect to have various opportunities as discussed briefly in this article.
Keywords: Opportunities, projects, institute, community, infrastructures

Institute after the Mtwara Campus moved to
Mjimwema
Following on the ongoing building project upon its
completion, (TIA) Mtwara campus is expected to be
accredited by the National Council for Technical Education (NACTE) to offer some degree courses such as

Introduction

degree in accounting with education.

The Tanzania Institute of Accountancy (TIA) has

Also, the environment of the Sabasaba grounds where

relocated its administrative and operational activities of the Mtwara campus from Sabasaba grounds
to Mjimwema on 16th November, 2020. The management has decided to move from the rental
buildings to its own buildings due to various reasons such as to reduce operating cost, to meet criteria of the National Council for Technical Education (NACTE), and need for utilising some of the
buildings that have been completed for a long time
without use. After the transfer was completed various challenges arose such as lack of internet service, inadequate buildings to accommodate various

the campus was formerly located was not friendly to
many customers and thus led to a significant decrease
in the number of enrolled students. However, after the
(TIA) Mtwara campus relocated to Mjimwema the
Institute hopes to increase the number of students enrolment due to the excellent academic environment
and modern buildings expected to be completed in
April, 2022.
Correspondingly, when the construction project is
completed (TIA) Mtwara campus expects to
Page 11
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increase its revenue by renting the venues for customers

This can be seen in the increase in the number of

to conduct various activities such as seminars, work-

buildings built nearby the campus within the short

shops, conferences, training, and meetings.

period since the campus moved to Mjimwema.

The (TIA) Mtwara campus moving to Mjimwema is also

Finally, always the Mtwara campus graduation is

expected to create more economic opportunities for the
community to engage in various business such as hostels, shops, stationeries, and cafeterias.

held in coordination with the Dar es Salaam campus due to the Mtwara campus not being able to
organise this event. Thus, once the infrastructure of

The community also benefits from the improvement of

these buildings completed the Mtwara campus will

road infrastructure for (TIA) Mtwara moved to Mjimwe-

be able to organise this event itself and get the op-

ma. For example, before the (TIA) Mtwara campus was

portunity to advertise itself when this graduation

relocated, the road from Mbae to Mjimwema was too

take place.

rough. Six months later when the campus relocated to

Conclusion

Mjimwema, the Mtwara regional government improved
the road and put it in plans to a paved road from Mbae to
Mikindani which will also benefit the surrounding community.

The decision taken by the management to shift to
Mjimwema is supported by everyone as it is a
development project. Therefore, it is important for
all the staff appointed to oversee this project to en-

The Mtwara campus move to Mjimwema Mjimwema is

sure that they are committed with one heart and

also expected to accelerate the growth of the village.

honesty in order to achieve the goal of completing
this construction as planned.

The progress for construction of classes Block at Mtwara Campus

The progress for construction of Library and Computer
Laboratory at Mtwara Campus.
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FOCUS ON SCHOLARLY ARTICLES
HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION’S DIGITAL DIVIDE AND QUALITY EDUCATION
CHALLENGES
By Dorah Nestory Chenyambuga
Assistant Lecture (Business Management Department)
Tanzania Institute of Accountancy (TIA) Dar es salaam Campus
Author email:dchenyambuga@yahoo.com

Abstract

education within the context of long-term growth.

Digital education is the innovative use of digital tools

A digital change has resulted into technological

and technologies during teaching and learning, and

advancements. The integration and use of technolo-

is often referred to as Technology Enhanced Learn-

gy in educational has been complicated, and it has

ing (TEL) or e-Learning. Exploring the use of digital

been marked with significant variations, depending

technologies gives educators the opportunity to de-

on the unique characteristics of each environment.

sign engaging learning opportunities in the courses

The investment and inclusion of information and

they teach.

communication technologies (ICTs) in these organ-

The pedagogical changes have driven the Higher Ed-

izations is marked by factors such as training, digi-

ucational Institutions to adopt and incorporate digi-

tal teaching skills, student knowledge and abilities,

tal tools in teaching and learning to include greater

accessibility, infrastructure, and educational poli-

information access. However, Digital education have

cies. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

not permeated to a great extent in many higher Edu-

address a wide range of opportunities as well as

cational Institutions due to technological circum-

complicated social, educational, economic, and en-

stances and challenges for integrating these technol-

vironmental issues. None of them mention ICT spe-

ogies in higher Educational Institutions.

cifically, however they do acknowledge the role of

Introduction

ICT diffusion in closing the digital divide and es-

Education, research, innovation, and leadership are

tablishing knowledge societies. The SDG frame-

four essential factors identified by the United Na-

work includes seven ICT indicators that span six

tions (UN) as agents of change and means for tack-

goals; promote lifelong learning opportunities for

ling societal concerns. From a pedagogical and or-

all, achieve gender equality and empower all wom-

ganizational standpoint, the use of technology in

en, and guarantee inclusive and equitable quality

higher Educational institutions has created new ob-

education for all, create robust infrastructure, pro-

stacles. Their integration into teaching–learning pro-

mote inclusive and sustainable industrialization,

cesses has progressed significantly, paving the way

and foster innovation, and construct resilient infra-

for a digital transformation and the acquisition of
new skills and information, pointing to high-quality

structure,
Page 13
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promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization,

challenges in doing so, including: Lack of a holistic

and foster innovation, strengthen the means of imple-

approach to digital tools implementation: This is

mentation and revitalize the Global Partnership for

the situation in many developing-country higher

Sustainable Development. The framework identifies

education institutions, as most of them have em-

three critical elements focusing on promoting life-

braced Digital education integration without de-

long learning opportunities for all such as; proportion

fined plans to lead them. Awareness of ICTs and

of schools with access to the Internet for pedagogical

attitudes toward them: All stakeholders in the insti-

reasons; and proportion of youth/adults with ICT

tution should be aware of the existing Digital facili-

skills, by type of skills.

ties and services, as well as their significance in

Educational Learning Institutions, as part of the so-

relation to their respective jobs. on the other hand,

cial fabric, are critical to attaining the strategic goals

claim that there is some hazy awareness of ICTs.

of sustainable development in general and high-

Some perceiving them as advanced technologies

quality education in particular. In order to foster a

that necessitate a large sum of money and a high

transformational shift that is founded on evidence,

level of expertise. They are undervalued as a tech-

the academic community must foster new ways of

nique of increasing efficiency and lowering costs.

learning, comprehending training, interacting and

Lack of awareness, along with a negative attitude,

living with technologies as part of a new develop-

is changing higher education because they utilize

ment paradigm. Professionals and students alike must

ICTs to mimic their conventional procedures, con-

develop particular digital and social skills in order to

tent, and control. Many institutions fail to integrate

become the change agents who can use ICT to en-

Digital facilities into teaching and learning. Staff

hance learning through higher education based on

development: Integration of digital tools in teaching

sustainable development.

and learning does not simply deal with the intro-

Education is critical to a society's development, in-

duction of new hardware and software; both train-

clusivity, and creativity. It encourages citizens to be

ers and students must assume new roles, and modi-

active, self-regulatory, compassionate, flexible, and

fy their ICT behaviors and ways of teaching and

critical thinkers. With changes in mentality, econo-

learning. COVID-19 has revolutionized our way of

my, and geopolitics, a society is centered on people

life and the way we think about education. Technol-

whose goal is to use technology to create a better fu-

ogy advancements are causing a digital transfor-

ture. A "super-intelligent" society, as described by

mation in the way we live, relate, work, train, and

Keidanren, necessitates societal evolution as well as

learn, with a focus on Education.

ethical consequences and acceptance by all parties

These developments are also affecting the acquisi-

involved.

tion of skills and information in formal, non-formal,

Quality Education Challenges:
Despite some of the higher learning institutions' advances in adopting digital transformation for teaching
and learning processes, they still confront number of

and informal education.
As a result, technology is playing an increasingly
crucial role in numerous aspects of life, swiftly
obliterating skills and forcing people to learn new,
Page 14
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more flexible, and lifelong skills. These digital tools

skills not only for their personal lives but also for

are then considered as a means of: enabling and in-

their professional lives in order to participate in to-

creasing learning; confronting new difficulties and

day's Sustainable digital society, which is increas-

possibilities; and learning to learn throughout one's

ingly requiring specific abilities for teaching and

life, both individually and collectively.

learning innovation.

Growth, limitation, collapse, and transformation are

Higher Learning Educational Institutions are criti-

the situations that determine the teaching–learning

cal not only for social–digital transformation, but

processes. Under the social, economic, and political

also for achieving the Sustainable Development

boundaries, we can observe that the use of technolo-

Goals as scenarios in the socio-educational network

gy continues to be more technical and curriculum-

for knowledge generation and dissemination. These

centered, rather than practical and critical; it is con-

Institutions are seen as a way to equip future gener-

sidered as a catalyst for professional growth to pro-

ations with the information and skills they will need

mote higher education and technology.

to meet the various global issues.

pedagogical use of technology in order to achieve a
technical position, institutions must address three key

Conclusion

axes: technological, pedagogical, and organizational.

ICTs provide an opportunity for Higher Education-

Each of these is linked to a different perspective on

al Institutions developing nations a potential to im-

how technologies are viewed: the technological one,

prove their teaching and learning processes. Most

which includes information and communication tech-

developing-country Educational Institutions now

nologies (ICTs), the pedagogical one, which includes

have basic ICT infrastructure, such as a local area

learning, digital competences, educational innova-

network (LAN), internet, computers, video, audio,

tion, and knowledge technologies, and the organiza-

CDs and DVDs, and mobile technology capabili-

tional one, which includes organizational and collab-

ties, which serve as the foundation for digital edu-

orative management technologies.

cation. Higher educational institutions in under-

The combination of the three axes and their distinct

developed Nations should employ digital education

views allows us to use technology from an empower-

technology to improve teaching and learning pro-

ment and participation standpoint, allowing us to face

cesses, according to the argument. Agenda for radi-

complicated life situations and build competences

cal change, and modifying curriculum and educa-

that help us successfully manage all the obstacles that

tion

arise. The socio-educational overview leads us to

knowledge that is responsive to current and future

consider educational digital agendas dedicated to

changes, problems, and free digital society. New

providing quality, exceptional, and equitable educa-

pedagogy is needed to equip students with key

tion for all, with the right to proper training and con-

skills such as systemic and critical thinking, antici-

tinuous updating, as well as new opportunities and

pation, regulation, strategy, transdisciplinary col-

social difficulties. Flexibility, creativity, innovation,

laboration, creativity, self-awareness, and problem

digital skills, and learning process improvement are

solving, because "becoming digitally competent is

all desirable qualities. Teachers must develop digital

are

critical

components

in

producing
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essential if young people are to participate effectively

Guillermo Rodríguez-Abitia 1, Sandra Martínez-

in a digitalized society and economy." At the higher

Pérez, Maria Soledad Ramirez-Montoya 3

level education, however, operational policies as well

and Edgar Lopez-Caudana. ‘Digital Gap in

as an integrative and interdisciplinary approach to

Universities and Challenges for Quality Edu

sustainability development are required.

cation: A Diagnostic Study in Mexico and
Spain. 2020
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CBET ADAPTABILITY AND APPLICABILITY IN HIGHER LEARNING INSTITUTIONS

By Dorence M. Kalemile, Assistant Lecturer, TIA-Mwanza,
Department of Management Studies, P.O Box 5247; Mob: +255 (0) 754 505750;
E-mail: kalemiledm@gmail.com

Several literature reveal that a good number of

cation to learners. In implementing this objective it

countries worldwide are facing unemployment

had several challenges one being the use of traditional

problems particularly with university and college

approaches in knowledge and skill delivering to stu-

graduates due to skills mismatch and in some

dents which finally lead to lack of necessary skills in

countries, including Tanzania there are a lot of in-

practical or field related work. To resolve this chal-

vestments in tertiary education but still the outputs

lenge TIA adapted and applied Competence Based

remain not only unemployed but also unemploya-

Education and Training (CBET) approach as new

ble (Ndyali, 2016; Kamuhabwa, 2019; NACTE,

model of training and learning so that to meet its mot-

2020). It ought to be noted that graduates from

to of “education for efficiency”.

Higher Learning Institutions (HLIs) in Tanzania
are characterized by lack of employability skills

The CBET is an approach of teaching and learning

due variety of factors including poor preparation at

based on demand driven (outcomes-based) more often

foundation stages such as shortage of competent

used to learn concrete skills than abstract, emphasize

teachers, inadequacy of qualified teachers, inade-

students to demonstrate skills after completion of their

quacy of proper remuneration and motivation for

programmes (Chinyere, et al., 2014). The CBET is

teachers, inadequate learning space and facilities,

learner-centered approach which helps students to ac-

learning knowledge-based instead of competence-

quire skills, knowledge and understanding which re-

based knowledge, shortage of training entrepre-

sults into a student to demonstrating competence and

neurial skills, emphasis on work experiences, lack

professional attributes for the industries and market

of career guidance and counseling, the mismatch

needs. The CBET bases on competency standards,

between what the Institutions offer and market de-

focus on outcomes not inputs, involving industry, tak-

mand.

ing account recognition of prior learning (RPL), as-

Tanzania Institute of Accountancy (TIA) is government owned higher learning institution specialized in Accountancy, Procurement and Logistics
Management, Business Administration, among
other business-related academic disciplines. The
objective of TIA is to offer improved quality edu-

sessment normally based on demonstration of skills
rather than knowledge, flexible delivery, makes the
technical institutions autonomous and competencies
are widely recognized (Chinyere et al., 2014). This
new approach ensures training which produces competent graduates, who are intellectually challenging
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and who can compete in the real world. This is

To adapt and apply CBET principles, they need regu-

possible because the CBET aims at preparing

lar training in place for teachers, investing in infra-

learners more effectively for real workplaces,

structures as well as institution facilities to make the

which means that the acquisition of competences

approach easy and adoptable. According to Duze

takes into account the requirements of companies

(2012) education is a production process which uses

and industries (Deissinger, 2017). The CBET em-

scarce resources human, physical, and financial re-

phasize focus on what students can actually do

sources in the production of educated persons. Since

and what specific competences can make a stu-

these resources have alternative uses, the economic

dent perform according to his/her expectations.

concept of the production theory in industry can be

This meets quality characteristics of the modern

also applied to education’s management. Although

world services or business characteristics. What

the approach seems to be better in delivering

makes the CBET potential is because attention is

knowledge and skills to learners, the challenges have

centred on assessments of the quality of graduates

been noticed to be the shortage of resources, reluc-

and programmes based on their ability to do the

tance for both teachers and learners and poor tech-

job they were trained for, then the certificates they

nique for facilitation skills. Despite the challenges

possess. The approach mostly uses continuous

during implementation of CBET the latter is still rec-

assignments, projects, field practical training, se-

ommended to TIA and other higher learning institu-

mester examinations and research as means of

tions as it embraces a number of benefits that are ful-

evaluations for learners. The approach has aspects

ly embedded to the practical setting available in the

of guiding students during the processes of learn-

job market.

ing and teaching. Guidance tools including personal development plan, portfolio, logbook, student self-assessment forms. On the other hand,
facilitation techniques during learning are role
play, field trips, demonstration, questions and answers (Q&A), case study, group discussion, brainstorming and lectures among others. The CBET
approach emphasizes friendly relationship between the teacher and the learner. Horizontal
communication is suitable during learning process
against vertical communication which is mostly
used in conventional approach. In the CBET a
teacher is considered more as a facilitator, mentor
and a guide for learners. These all triangulations
make the approach to be effective in delivering
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Introduction

the Dropbox and Lecturers can view submitted

People turn to cloud storage to back up their files

files on their convenient time, provide marks and

and to free up space on their hard drives. The use

feedback all within the Dropbox hence letting us-

of virtual file-sharing platforms like Dropbox,

ers save space and share files quickly.

Sync.com, Microsoft OneDrive, and Google Drive
among others has become important in academic

Dropbox has automated features that are useful.

and other business venture. To compare with other

For example, it allows users to move electronic

platforms, Dropbox gives a safe and secure plat-

files, such as documents, images and video for

form by bringing students and their teachers to-

various purposes including evaluation and feed-

gether on potentially life-changing academic ex-

back and also using some collaborative tools such

cellence hence making work in the digital world

as Dropbox Spaces which brings projects and

more efficient as it allow students to build, utilize,

teams together hence allowing access of docu-

and be accountable for their work.

ments, notes sharing and editing in real-time.

What is Dropbox?

With Dropbox any file uploaded through the desk-

Dropbox is a file hosting service, often referred to

top app are automatically updated when you make

as a "cloud storage" service and one of the oldest

changes to them. Also, because of the synchroni-

and most popular cloud storage services in use to-

zation features, you can access those files across

day as it continues to improve its features to go

all of your devices which includes computers,

with user needs and technology.

phones and even the Dropbox website as long as
you sign into them hence it allows you to access
your stuff from anywhere at any time.
Dropbox keeps files secured against technical
problems you may have with your computer. For

Importance of Dropbox platform in Academic

example, if the hard-drive fails, your important

environment

documents, photos among others won’t be lost

Dropbox can be used to coordinate and organize

forever because they will be stored in the cloud.

group assignments or projects. Students can submit assignments by uploading files to folders in
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When it comes to recovering a file, Dropbox makes link, or by making files public which allows anyone
the procedure very easy as to retrieve the data is very with the appropriate link to access your data hence
simple because it requires no technical know-how or it is a convenient way of sending files without using
live support. All users are able to restore the files on email attachments.
their own without any help which reduces third-party You can use Dropbox links to share files and foldinvolvement and time management as well.

ers with other people without sending large attachments whether you're a student or lecturer. But the

Dropbox is a cloud based tool hence, it allows storage question is; are we using such collaborative platof files which the user can access its data from the form as effectively as could be?
Internet and share large files especially those exceed
email size because it offers a free plan that includes 2 Conclusion
GB of storage but you can pay to increase addition Dropbox has been around for a long time and it has
storage to as much as 3 TB with a subscription bonus helped people to be organized, get in sync, and stay
features inclusive, full-text search and an extended secured with their teams. Although it’s a competent
120-day file history.

cloud storage service with the like of

Sync.com,

and iCloud, it remains as one of the best platforms
Dropbox integrates well with other systems to com- due to great prices, ease to use, security availability,
pare with other cloud storage options. It also part- its free version, and privacy which leave a lot to be
nered with some of the most popular companies desired compared with other platforms.
available such as Microsoft and Slack, just to name a
few.
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sharing as you can control permission levels and
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share files and folders with specific people using a
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(2017),’ Informal Sector had been given a number of
ABSTRACT

names like, Second Economy, Sub-Saharan Econo-

The aim of this Article is to give some highlights on

my, Irregular Economy and Black Economy. Muk-

informal business sectors, and identifying some

anga further claims that’ There was evidence that

Basic questions asked by the Lenders of Loans that

Informal sectors were so much linked to the urban

create difficulty for the informal business sectors to

centers as a result of the incapacity of the modern

obtain loans. Finally, the paper concludes by brief-

sector to absorb new entrants to the labour markets.

ing on the role of Professional Accountant and al-

Furthermore, the paper made quotation from the

ternative solution to be adopted by the respective

studies by Osoro(2009) that put the Informal Sector

sector.

at 48% of the Economy.

Introduction
According to ILO (2016), Informal Sector economy

According to National Baseline Survey Report

refers to all economic activities by workers and

(2012), there were more than 3 million small busi-

economic units that are insufﬁciently covered by

nesses in Tanzania, most of which engaged in trade

formal arrangements. It comprises of informal en-

and service sectors. On the other hand, Tanzania

terprises and informal employment. Informal enter-

Business Focus (2012) through the paper, ‘’ Dollari-

prises are those ﬁrms that are not registered with

zation, mentioned Tanzania as one of the developing

the required authorities such as tax, labour and so-

countries, whose economy heavily relies on informal

cial security authorities, and have weak manage-

sectors, given the employment statistics that over 75

ment practices. On the other hand, Informal em-

percent are employed in agriculture, and above 10

ployment is a job-based concept and refers to em-

percent of the employment comes from the Private

ployees without formal arrangements working in

Sector. Another study by Government of India

the informal or the formal sectors.

(2004) revealed that, more than 90 percent of the
total labour force in India works in the informal sec-

Informal Business Sectors are so common in the

tors.

third World Countries. Several studies shows that,

Informal sectors play a big role in the economy as it

substantial portion of economic activities in many

provides employment to substantial percent of the

developing Economies of the World takes place in

work group in different countries.

the informal sectors. In the Study by Mukanga
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ILO (2016), paper on the role of finance in driving

Sectors activities were financed from own

formalization of informal Enterprises, showed that,

sources, whereas 33.8 % obtained capital

the informal economy is a significant source of em-

through assistance from a friend or a relative,

ployment for women accounting for 74% of women

6.3 % through loan (s) from friend (s), and

employment in sub-Saharan Africa (men: 61%), 54%

2.5% through loan (s) from Micro-Finance In-

in Latin America and the Caribbean (men: 48%) and

stitutions. The problem of having many infor-

83% in southern Asia (men: 82%). The study con-

mal sector businesses not financed by Banks,

cluded that, the informal economy mostly employs

has been attributed by the nature and condi-

the poor and vulnerable with evidence from India

tionality imposed on loans. Among the condi-

showing that 43 percent of informal sector partici-

tionality are the questions asked by the loan

pants are poor.

issuers. Some of the basic questions asked by

Despite the aforementioned findings, keeping the in-

lenders of loans are detailed below.

formal sectors businesses going is not an easy task as
many businesses have been opened up, and within

How Much money or fund is needed for

short period of time they collapsed, or few of them

business?

remained. Many of the failures of Informal sectors

The lenders of business loans expect the bor-

businesses were attributed by lack of financial

rowers to state the exact amount of money

sources. This finding is supported by the paper by

which is needed for a particular business. The

Asian Productivity Organization (2001) that, insuffi-

rounding of the amount or provision of the

cient capital or lack of source of finance is the major

range of amounts implies that the borrower has

hindrance to the SMEs and informal sector in reach-

not done enough assessment of his business

ing their dreams.

needs which is the case with informal business
sectors. According to Caramela.S, (2021), one

One of the methods which Informal sector businesses

of the main reasons most small businesses fail

may opt in order to avoid failures is through borrow-

is that they simply run out of cash," she said.

ing money. Borrowing is one of the common source

Writing a business plan without basing your

of finances for large companies, small firms and en-

forecasts on reality often leads to an unfortu-

trepreneurs, often used to fulfill start-up cash flows

nate, and often unnecessary, business failure. It

and investment needs. However, obtaining Loans has

is always emphasized that borrowers of loans

not been an easy task for informal business sectors.

should always be very precise on the amount

Therefore overall problem addressed in this article is

needed.

that, despite an increase in number of informal sector

What is the Purpose of the Loan borrowed?

businesses, many of them have continued to use their

The Lenders of Loans expects to get specific

own sources other than borrowing Loans from vari-

comprehensive answer for it. General answer

ous lenders. This is justified by the study by Mukan-

will attract the Lenders of Loans hesitation to

ga (2017), which revealed that 55% of the Informal

provide the loan.
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Knowing the purpose of the Loan enables the Lend-

business that will be used as collateral in case the

ers of Loans to assess what will be the capability of

borrower fails to repay the loan. Here the Lenders

the borrower to generate cash flow from which the

are looking for a Recovery plan of the loan in case

repayment will come from. The above statement is

the borrowers fail to repay the loan. According to

supported by the result found in the research paper by

William (2007), Collateral is one of important crite-

Gebremedhin, K.T(2010), which showed that the

ria business owners should meet in order to success-

probability of repaying loans successfully is higher

fully acquire the funds needed for the business. Col-

for borrowers who use the loan for fixed investment

lateral is a personal or business property ranging

rather than the borrowers who use the loan for work-

from real estate to equipment. Collateral refers to

ing capital and for both fixed investment and working

the assets committed by borrowers to a lender as

capital.

security for debt repayment Gitman,(2003). Many
studies have been done to assess if collateral is one

How long will the borrowers repay the Loan?

of the important factors asked by Lender before is-

The loan providers always want to know how long

suing loans of finances.

the borrowers intend to repay the loans. Personal
guarantees from business owners are requirements

The study sought to establish the influence of col-

from banks, but that also makes the owner personally

lateral requirements on access to finance done by

responsible for paying back the loan. Thus, borrowers

Osano.H.Mogaka,&

of the loans are expected to prepare or supply written

found that collateral requirements influenced access

information especially cash information such as cop-

to finance by SMEs in Mozambique. In this study, it

ies of receipts of cash and payment projection infor-

was evident that most SMEs were denied loans by

mation. The borrowers should keep the forecast more

the lenders in provision of financing because of

realistic. Lenders of loans or bankers want to get this

high risk and for not having adequate resources to

information in order to have assurance of the repay-

provide as collateral. The finding was also in line

ment. This is evidenced by Kimathi, (2015), who says

the study by Mullei and Bokea (2000), that banks

that’ despite the benefits small business derived from

ask for collaterals in order to finance SMEs and to

microfinance services there were some difficulties

accept loan proposal and that the collateral must

they usually face when accessing the microfinance

therefore be 100 % or more, equal to the amount of

services, as it was evidenced by 50% of the respond-

credit extension or finance product.

Longuiton.Hilario,(2016),

ents who agreed that, short repayment term of the
loans is among the challenge they experience.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Most informal business sectors are not famous as

What are the collaterals of business?

compared to large businesses because they are less

Collateral has a big Influence in access to finance.

known by Lenders of Loans. Thus, more infor-

The Lenders of Loans always want to know the type

mation must be supplied by them to present a con-

and value of assets or any other possession of the

vincing case for receiving a loan.
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keep the Lenders of Loans regularly informed of progress of their businesses, through personal contact
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ABSTRACT

Laos, Myanmar, Yemen, and Nepal are the seven

The World Trade Organization (WTO) was founded

LDCs in Asia. Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brunei, Hong

on January 1, 1995, by seventy six (76) founding
members, seven members from Asia's, and twenty seven members from Africa’s the twenty seven

states of

the European Union are dually represented in WTO.
The World Trade Organization has a category called
Observer, whereby twenty three (23) countries have
applied to join the organization (WTO). The applied
countries have five years to finish the procedure, with
the exception of the Vatican. The World Trade Organization (WTO) aids in the smooth flow of global trade,

Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Kuwait, Macao, Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore,
South Korea, and Thailand are among the organization's founding members.[1][5]

Armenia, China,

Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Maldives, Mongolia, Oman, Papua New Guinea,
Qatar, Russia, Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka,
Chinese Taipei, Tajikistan, Turkey, United Arab
Emirates, Viet Nam, and Yemen are the organization's other members.

settles trade disputes and eliminates trade protection-

Angola, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Central African

ism, which stifles economic growth.

Republic, Chad, Congo Democratic Republic, Dji-

INTRODUCTION

bouti, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho,

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is in charge of
international trade rules. Its primary goal is to keep
global trade flowing as smoothly, consistently, and
freely as possible. The World Trade Organization
(WTO) has one hundred sixty four (164) members,
accounting for the majority of the world's one hundred
and ninety-five (195).

[1] [2]

they joined to take ad-

vantage of the WTO's benefits of increased international trade.

Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Togo, and Uganda are among Africa's 27 LDCs. Botswana, Cameroon, Congo Republic, Egypt, Gabon, Ghana, Niger, Seychelles, Tunisia, Zambia, and Zimbabwe are among its founding
members, as are Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya, Mauritius,
Morocco, Namibia, Senegal, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, and Uganda.

WTO MEMBERS BY CATEGORY
The World Trade Organization (WTO) was founded
on January 1, 1995, by seventy six (76) founding
members.

[8]

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia,
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Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,

mines how it joins the WTO.

France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland,

Azerbaijan, Bahamas, Belarus, Bhutan, Bosnia and

Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Por-

Herzegovina, Comoros, Equatorial Guinea, Ethio-

tugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Sweden, and the

pia, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya, Sao Tome and Prin-

United Kingdom are among the WTO's founding

cipe, Serbia, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Timor-Leste,

members. Furthermore, the European Union is a

Uzbekistan, and the Holy See are among the pro-

founding member of the organization. Albania, Bul-

spective members. [1]

garia, Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lichtenstein,
Lithuania, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Slovenia,
Spain, Switzerland, and Ukraine are the other members. Only Haiti is a member of the LDCs in Central
and North America. Antigua and Barbuda, Barbados,
Belize, Canada, Costa Rica, Dominica, Honduras,
Mexico, Saint Lucia, and Saint Vincent are among its
original members. Cape Verde, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Jamaica,
Nicaragua, Panama, Saint Kitts & Nevis, and Trinidad
and Tobago are among the group's other members.
The Solomon Islands and Vanuatu are both LDCs in
Oceania. Australia and New Zealand were the initial
members, with Fiji and Tonga rounding out the group.
There are no LDCs in South America. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Suriname, and
Guyana are its original members. There are no LDCs
in South America. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay,
Peru, Uruguay, Suriname, Guyana, and Venezuela are
its original members, with Bolivia, Colombia, and Ecuador rounding out the group.
Prospective WTO Members
The World Trade Organization has a category called
Observer. There are twenty three (23) countries which
have applied to join the organization (WTO). They
have five years to finish the procedure, with the ex-

Algeria, Andorra,

WTO MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Through its trade agreements, the World Trade Organization (WTO) aids in the smooth flow of global
trade. Members of the WTO are aware of the rules
and the consequences of breaking them, resulting in
a more secure trading environment for all. The
WTO also offers its members a fair means of resolving trade disputes without resorting to violence
or war. The way the World Trade Organization
(WTO) settles trade disputes is crucial. It eliminates
trade protectionism, which stifles economic growth.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) gives each
member the position of Most Favored Nation,
which means that WTO members must treat each
other equally and not provide any member special
trade benefits without granting them to all. WTO
members also have fewer trade barriers, such as tariffs, import quotas, and regulations, with one another. More sales, more jobs, and faster economic
growth result from larger marketplaces. [3]
Because developing nations account for nearly twothirds of WTO members, their membership grants
them instant access to established markets at a
cheaper tariff rate, giving them time to catch up
with sophisticated firms and mature industries.

ception of the Vatican. The ability of a country's government to negotiate the six-step procedure deterPage 28
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World Trade Organization. “Understanding The

in their markets. As a result, developing countries do

WTO: Developing Countries, https://

not have to expose their markets to intense competi-

www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/

tion right away. Least-developed countries (LDCs) are

tif_e/dev1_e.htm” Accessed November 9,

low-income nations with significant barriers to sus-

2021.

tainable economic growth, and the United Nations and

World Trade Organization. "Sub-Committee on

other agencies give them additional development and

Least-Developed Countries, https://

trade assistance. [5]

www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/devel_e/

Responsibilities

dev_sub_committee_ldc_e.htm" Accessed

Membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO)
comes with duties, members commit to eschew trade
barriers and to follow the WTO's dispute settlement
process to avoid retaliatory trade wars. In the short
term, these tightening trade restrictions benefit particular countries, but they harm global commerce in the
long run.

[6]

This type of trade protectionism exacer-

bated the Great Depression of 1929, as countries
sought to preserve domestic sectors while global trade
halted. They produced a downward spiral by erecting
trade obstacles. As a result, global trade has shrunk by
25%. [7]
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ROLES OF HOSTELS IN MARKETING HIGHER LEARNING INSTITUTIONS
By Bibie A. Ghasia
Senior Library Officer (Library Services Department)
Tanzania Institute of Accountancy (TIA), P.O. Box 169 Mtwara - Tanzania
Author email: bibieghasia1@gmail.com
Introduction
A hostel is a form of low-cost budget and short-term
shared sociable lodging which provide full accommodations to the students during the period of their studies. Over the years hostels have played a major factor
of influence in selection of learning institutions.
Availability of hostels as means of accommodation
attracts more students and hence improves the marketing strategy of institution.
What Is Marketing?
Marketing is the process an organization/institution
undertakes to engage its target audience, build strong
relationships to create value in order to capture value
in return. Marketing includes advertising, selling, and
delivering products to consumers or other businesses.
In order to attract more students, TIA has constructed
affordable hostels in almost all its campuses in Tanzania mainland in order to make sure it provides best
academic services and support to students. Most of
these hostels are built near its campuses to provide
security and minimize cost implications such as transportation to and from campus and made sure all important services are available e.g water, electricity
and WI-FI.
As explained above, hostels has helped most students
to avoid spending a lot due to their affordability but
also in academic perspective as most students utilize

remaining monetary resources for studies i.e stationaries hence most students tend to opt on choosing
the institutions with best affordable hostels.
Roles of Hostels in Improving the Marketing
strategy for higher learning Institutions
The following are the roles played by Hostels in improving the marketing strategy for higher learning
institution such as TIA;
1. Security
Hostels are Relatively Secure: There are few experienced criminals and pistol attacks inside school hostels. It’s uncommon! Another normal security risk
outside school is cultism. Cultists work more outside school than in school hostels. One significant
of living in school provided hostels is that there is
security all around the University vicinity. They
would dependably check around whether there are
issues.
2. Availability of basic amenities
School hostels are cheap, but they still have the
basic amenities which a regular student needs, there
is steady power supply, availability of water and
provisions of cleaners to help clean the hostel environment. Each room is furnished for at most four
students.
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Some learning institutions even provide free Wi-Fi.

6. Socialization

Truth is, they make things a bit easier for students liv-

Hostels have huge population. This means more

ing the hostel.

people to socialize with. Staying in the hostel provides a great avenue for a student to meet a lot of

3. Studying Enthusiasm

young people from all walks of life. Get to meet dif-

The hostel has possessed the capacity to drastically

ferent people from the different professions, with

help a propensity of studying. Studying life will prob-

different characters. And get to learn a lot of things

ably increase by many times in the event that a student

from what people have to say about themselves or

lives in the institute hostel. Consistently, you will see

their professions. Socializing helps a student to

students going to night classes to study. Regardless of

learn plenty other positive things other than normal

how great you are at understanding, you will discover

classwork. Staying in the hostel gives the chance to

people who read much more than you in the school

meet amazing people; and forge possible lifelong

lodging. The school hostel has a method for boosting

relationships.

your studying capacity and energy.
Conclusion
4. Affordability

In general availability of hostels accommodation is

Most higher learning institutions make the hostel

very important not only in improving marketing but

‘student friendly’ as much as possible, even with the

also in helping the students succeed in all aspects of

price. The fee for hostel accommodation is way below

life in college academically, socially ,economically

than of acquiring an accommodation off campus. With

and far more in adaptation of the `environment.

the plenty expenses that come with getting into

Availability of hostels makes easier to promote and

school, having a place to stay at a very cheap rate will

attract students joining the institution. Therefore,

give you the capacity to spend for other things. Sav-

TIA should take critical look into incorporating all

ings some extra cash has never been a bad idea, living

required things to motivate students to stay in the

on campus can help a student do that.

hostel, and ensure quality and reliability services to
meet the student’s needs, to do so it encourage stu-

5. Proximity to class

dents to marketing institution themselves apart from

As it is known, school hostels are usually inside the

courses provided but also satisfaction of basic facili-

campus. Most are close to lecture venues and other

ties provided by institution hostel, resulted increase

centers like library and restaurant. This means a stu-

number of students.

dent can spend nothing going and coming from lectures. Many students staying off campus are faced
with plenty of bills to pay. One of such is the transportation to and from school. Living in the hostel enables
a student to get to a classes as early as possible. Moreover, the distance from the hostel to classrooms is
close compared to living outside the campus.
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ELDERLY PEOPLE’S INFORMATION NEEDS, CHALLENGES THEY FACE AND WAY
FORWARD TO ASSIST THEM MEETING THEIR NEEDS.
By Joseph Mathew Mwalubanda
Library Officer I, Department of Library
Tanzania Institute of Accountancy, P.O. Box 388 Singida- Tanzania
Author email: mwalubandajoseph88@gmail.com
Introduction

Services needed by elderly group in public li-

According to Edewor (2016) “Everyone needs infor-

braries.

mation to survive and strive in this 21st century. Just

Health services information is the basic service to

as doctors need information to treat patients, lawyers

this group of patrons in the library. Because of their

to handle cases, teachers to prepare lesson notes, the

age, they need to have easy access to information

elderly also require information to stay healthy, make

concerning their primary health care. Information

informed choices and remain updated with news

on how they can take care of their health especially

around them. The information needs of the elderly

in non-communicable diseases is necessary to them

population, particularly in rural areas, have scarcely

as adults.

been investigated by researchers and are very poorly
covered in the literature of information science”.

Computer classes is another service which will be
valuable to this group because it will assist them to

Public library as defined by IFLA (2001) is “an organ-

know how to search library materials in the different

ization established, supported and funded by the com-

database in the library. But also it is good to teach

munity, either through local, regional or national gov-

them different applications like Microsoft word, ex-

ernment or through some other form of community

cel and others. This will assist them in doing differ-

organization. It provides access to knowledge, infor-

ent activities in this time of science and technology

mation and works of the imagination through a range

development.

of resources and services and is equally available to
all members of the community regardless of race, nationality, age, gender, religion, language, disability,
economic and employment status and educational attainment” (p.1).
For the sake of this paper, I will discuss the elderly
group needs, challenges they face in finding information and way forward for public libraries to assist
them in meeting their information needs in the library.

Outreach services are necessary services by the public library to make sure that they reach those adult
users who are not able to come to the library and
providing them with the information they need.
They can do this by collaborating with different organizations which deal with this group of elderly.
Information about pension, gratuity, and financial
assistance is vital information for this group because
most of them are retired personnel from different
institutions.
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Therefore if public libraries could have information

also call number must be bolder to make easy acces-

on this area it will assist them in meeting their need

sibility of information. Piper (2009) suggested that

for information in solving different issues facing

“there is a need for including both disability re-

them.

source centre and a special needs library to be

Information about entertainment is needed for this
group to make them happy and enjoy. Therefore information about different festivals and activities which

housed in the same building”. This will assist those
elderly with difficulties to have easy accessibility of
information in library.

will bring them together as the elders are very im-

Another challenge in most public libraries there is

portant for them to have it from the public library

no inclusion of elderly people in library activities.

around them.

Most public libraries are employing young adult

Challenges facing elderly people in accessing information in the Public library.
Much consideration is needed when planning and designing the library building to make easy accessibility
for those elderly who are using wheelchairs. Piper
(2009) states that “elderly patrons complain about
having difficulties of using wheelchairs to the entrance of the library because of the sidewalk ramps
was too steep”. Therefore there is a need for thinking
about different kind of users when planning/ designing the library building.
Most of the public libraries don’t have enough budget
for older adults programs. This also is the challenge
for these patrons especially in meeting their information needs. As stated by Piper (2009) “most of the
libraries which have been asked about the budget for
this group of patrons they say they have a small budget to support these programs for elderly patrons like
health services program, computer classes and others”.
Difficulties on finding and accessing library materials
for elderly people. Most public libraries don’t consider those elderly who have disabilities. This group need
space to walk with their wheelchairs in the library
when they are locating information on shelves, but

people to work for elderly group in library. As mentioned by Piper (2009) that “ALA guidelines suggest that libraries should take actions to ensure that
elderly people must be included in library activities
as volunteers, staff and on advisory boards in public
libraries”.
Lack of materials which meet the needs of elderly
group in the libraries. Print and non-print materials
having information on health services, entertainment, pension and others are very important to this
group. Information concerning this group should be
in the library. As Edewor (2016) suggests that
“there should be equity in supply materials when
publishing the elderly population should be put into
consideration”.
Lack of collaborations between community agencies serving elderly and public libraries, is another
issue which is facing this group of users in the library. ALA guidelines suggest that “public libraries
should try to collaborate with other organizations
that offer different services concerning elderly people such as veteran’s organizations or educational
institutions”. But many public libraries don’t conduct those activities which will meet the information needs of the elder group.
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Piper (2009) mentioned that “many public libraries

ence which will assist public libraries to

don't have these collaboration activities with other or-

meet its goals.

ganization, therefore, they denying valuable information to this group”.
To cater the needs of the user especially for elderly,
a library should do the following:1. Setting budget to elderly programs and services
in public libraries. It is necessary for librarians
to remember this group when they are budgeting for different activities and programs in the
library. Having programs like computer literacy in library will assist them to meet their
needs of information searching. Inclusion of
elderly people in library service provision in
library it is inevitable.
2. Making easy access of library building to elderly people. There is a need for considering elderly people and those with disabilities during
designing the library building to make sure
that there easy accessibility of library materials. For example, providing enough space of
passing with wheelchair in the library will
make easy accessibility for these people to
find what they need in the library buildings.
3. Librarians need to serve the elderly patrons with
respect and friendly manner, their information
needs must be met. As mentioned by Piper
(2009) “the older adults replied that they appreciated the helpful and friendly staff, the
beauty and speciousness of the library and its
materials when they visit”.
4. Employing elderly adults in public libraries activities. There is a need to employ this group
of people in public libraries. Because most of
them have different background and experi-

5. Public libraries need to make sure that they
meet information needs of elderly people.
Much emphasis should be on collection development, to consider on materials which
are needed by the elderly people in the library. Materials having information of
health, financial and recreation are much
needed by this group of people in both formats (print and non-print materials).
6. There is a need of introducing/offering different services to the elderly people in public
libraries. Different secessions like computer
instruction, English conversation club, and a
book discussion in the library could be good
for this group of people in the library. This
will assist elderly people with technological
problems to cope with the advancement of
science and technology.
7. Collaboration between public libraries and
different organization which serve elderly
people is needed. It is librarian work to find
out different organizations like veteran organization or education centers which will
support and provide some information to
this group of patrons in the library.
Therefore to cater to the need of this group of patrons in the library there is a need for public librarians to understand their needs and try to collaborate
with the different organizations which provide service to them. Furthermore, as suggested by ALA
that to provide information to this group there is a
need for including them in service provision and
decision making.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES AT TIA
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES (1 YEAR)
Basic Technician Certificate in Accountancy (BTCA)
Basic Technician Certificate in Procurement and Logistics Management (BTCPLM)
Basic Technician Certificate in Business Administration (BTCBA)
Basic Technician Certificate in Human Resource Management (BTCHRM)
Basic Technician Certificate in Marketing and Public Relations (BTCMPR)
Basic Technician Certificate in Public Sector Accounting and Finance (BTCPSAF)

DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES (2 YEARS)

BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMMES (3 YEARS)

Diploma in Accountancy (DA)

Bachelor of Accountancy (BAC)

Diploma in Procurement and Logistics Management (DPLM)

Bachelor of Procurement and Logistics Management (BPLM)

Diploma in Business Administration (DBA)

Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)

Diploma in Human Resource Management (DHRM)

Bachelor of Human Resource Management (BHRM)

Diploma in Marketing and Public Relations (DMPR)

Bachelor of Marketing and Public Relations (BMPR)

Diploma in Public Sector Accounting and Finance (DPSAF)

Bachelor of Public Sector Accounting and Finance (BPSAF)

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES (1 YEAR)
Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy (PGDA)
Postgraduate Diploma in Procurement and Logistic Management (PGDPLM)
Postgraduate Diploma in Financial Management (PGDFM)
Postgraduate Diploma in Business Administration (PGDBA)
Postgraduate Diploma in Project Planning and Management (PGDPPM)

MASTER DEGREE PROGRAMMES (1 YEAR)
Master of Science in Human Resource Management with Information Technology (Msc HRM-IT)
Master of Science in Marketing and Public Relations (Msc MPR)
Master of Science in Procurement and Logistic Management (Msc PLM)
Master of Science in Accounting and Finance (Msc ACC & FIN)
Master of Business Administration in Project Management (MBA-PM)
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